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The present study examined the effect of first-list stimulus

context (color versus no color) and two degrees of first-list learning

(twenty trials versus five trials) on cue selection and transfer of

training. College students learned two paired-associate lists consist-

ing of highly similar trigrams as the stimulus terms and nouns as the

response terms. The second list consisted of twelve items presented

on homogeneous white backgrounds for eighteen trials. Four second-

list items represented each of three transfer paradigms--A -B,A-B;

A-B,A-C; and A-BC-D.

It was concluded that color context draws attention to the

color-backed items during the early stages of learning but is not

selected for encoding until the later stages of learning.
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CONTEXT AND DEGREE OF LEARNING IN CUE SELECTION

AND TRANSFER OF TRAINING

When responses are made in the presence of perceptible

stimuli, associations are developed between the responses and the

stimuli, such that the re-presentation of each stimulus will enable

the subject to produce the associated response. Numerous studies

have provided evidence that it is not always the nominal stimulus,

the stimulus as presented to the subject, to which the response

becomes associated. Often such cues as the context or parts of

the nominal stimulus have been found effective as stimuli to which the

response term becomes associated. The stimulus to which the

response is actually associated is called the functional stimulus.

Pan (1926) recognized the importance of context for

learning and recall. :By presenting word pairs in specific contexts

for learning, and then removing, altering, or retaining these con-

texts for recall, he demonstrated that both learning and recall are

influenced by contextual conditions. Moreover, the nature and

amount of the effect varies with the nature of the contextual condi-

tions. Hence, it seems apparent that the nominal stimulus is not

always the effective stimulus in paired-associate learning.
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Dulsky (1935) designed a study to determine if the dele-

terious effects observed during recall and relearning of a task which

had been originally learned under different contextual conditions were

due to the absence of additional cues present during learning, or due

simply to the novelty of the recall and relearning situation. Paired-

associate lists were learned on homogeneous colored backgrounds

(non-distinctive condition) or on heterogeneous colored backgrounds

(distinctive condition) in which a different colored background was

used for each item in the list. In recall and relearning, the homo-

geneous colored background was changed to a homogeneous gray

background and the heterogeneous chromatic background was

changed to a . homogeneous gray (achromatic) background. The

latter condition proved more detrimental in recall and relearning.

Since both conditions involved a new situation for retention tests,

Dulsky concluded that "lack of cues is a more potent factor than

novel background in producing deleterious effects upon retention

[p. 7381."

Weiss and Margolius (1954) confirmed and extended the

work of Dulsky (1935) by not only presenting evidence of the sup-

portive role played by certain context stimuli in learning, relearning,

and recall, but by also demonstrating that a distinctive, non-

distracting context, such as color, can function effectively as a cue
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for the desired response even when the primary stimuli, two CVC

elements, have been altered. In addition, the authors pointed out

that the actual process through which context cues facilitate acqui-

sition and retention has yet to be determined. They propose two

explanations, both of which may be occurring simultaneously. First,

it is possible that a context which is distinct but non-distracting may

reduce intralist generalization and therefore facilitate learning and

retention. Secondly, it is possible that acquisition proceeds in two

steps. During early exposure to the list, the context, as well as the

primary stimulus, may become associated with the response. The

added strength of the context-response association, when combined

with that of the primary stimulus -response association, may be suffi-

cient to raise the response strength over the evocation threshold. On

later trials, the associative strength between the primary stimulus

and the response alone may be adequate to evoke the response. Such

an analysis, coupled with the finding that the exact primary stimulus

need not be presented with the context to insure recall, suggests that

the degree of learning is a critical variable in context cue research.

The work of Sunland and Wickens (1962) is related to the

idea of intralist generalization as discussed by Weiss and Margolius

(1954). Sunland and Wickens proposed that context cues are

employed in learning only when the nominal stimuli are not highly
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discriminable. Moreover, if the nominal stimuli are highly dis-

criminable among themselves, then recall to the associated context

will not be as great as it would if the nominal stimuli were less dis-

criminable.

In their research design, words were employed as the highly

discriminable stimuli. Two-syllable, hyphenated nonsense syllables

were employed as the less easily discriminable primary stimuli.

Chromatic backgrounds were used as the highly discriminable con-

text. Subjects learned under one of five conditions: color only,

word only, nonsense syllable only, color plus word, and color plus

nonsense syllable. Recall was tested for the last two conditions

so that half the subjects in each condition were tested first with the

symbol only and then with the color only, and half were tested first

with the color only and then with the symbol only.

Results from this study emphasize the complex nature of

context cue effects on learning and retention. Contrary to most of

the earlier research, Sunland and Wickens found no evidence that

context cues facilitated acquisition, irrespective of the meaningful-

ness of the nominal stimuli. In other words, rate of acquisition for

either the nonsense syllable or the color alone, or both together, was

essentially the same. However, when learning took place under a

condition where both symbols and colors were involved, there was
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some detrimental effect on recall for the nonsense syllables, but not

for the words, when color context was removed. The authors con-

clude that "1 . . . effectiveness of context cues will be a function of

the interaction between the discriminability of the major cues among

themselves and the discriminability of the context cues among them-

selves" (p. 306).

A hypothesis based on the "meaningfulness" of the various

components of the stimulus and some supporting research is

presented in a study by Underwood, Ham, and Ekstrand (1962).

Their conceptualization of the previous context experiments is that

the primary stimulus, the word, letter, or nonsense syllable, and

the context function as components of a complex stimulus. When

such a stimulus is presented to a subject in a paired-associate task,

the subject will select some component of the complex stimulus to

function as a cue for the appropriate response--hence the frequently

observed discrepancy between the nominal stimulus and the functional

stimulus. In this study, it was hypothesized that the component

chosen as the functional stimulus would be the more meaningful. As

the authors note, this conceptualization is very similar to the notion

of discriminability as discussed by Sunland and Wickens (1962).

In this experiment, either words or trigrams with high

formal similarity (as indexed by the number of repeated letters in
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the list) were printed on colored backgrounds. It was assumed that

the word would function as the more meaningful component in the

word-color compounds, but that the color would be more meaningful

in the trigram-color compound. As predicted, color alone was

completely effective as a stimulus for recall when it had been part of

the trigram-color compound during learning. The word was the

more effective component in the word-color compound, although the

effect is not as pronounced as the effect of the color in the former

condition. Despite the ambiguity attached to the word "meaningful-

ness" in this study, it may still be profitable to conclude with the

authors that "experiments dealing with the effects of context changes

on retention may be viewed as representing cases of cue selection

[Underwood, Ham, and Ekstrand, 1962, p. 409]."

In the above study, the trigrams were described as having

"high formal similarity. " Formal similarity, or "element sharing,"

as it is termed in a study by Newman and Taylor (1963), is defined

by the number and position of identical letters used in forming the

stimuli for a list in a paired-associate learning task. In the

Underwood, et al. study (1962), the rationale for using such trigrams

was to preclude the possibility that a particular letter of the trigram

could be selected as the functional stimulus for any item and thus

confound the results. In the Newman and Taylor study (1963) just
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such a possibility is implicit in the definition of stimulus -response

pair difficulty as a function of increased element sharing. The

results of this study, as well as the results of a similar but more

complex study by Runquist (1968), indicate a greater amount of

interference in list learning as the formal similarity increases.

Moreover, Newman and Taylor present evidence supporting their

claim that the probability that the dominant response in the final

hierarchy for a stimulus will be to a context element is directly

related to the number of elements shared among the primary stimuli

in the list. Thus, similarity may be added to the growing list of

variables affecting stimulus selection in paired-associate learning.

Discriminability, meaningfulness, similarity, cue selec-

tion, and their relationships to one another may be adequately

explained within the framework of the encoding-variability hypothe-

sis proposed by Martin (1968). This formulation states that the

more different ways a stimulus may be analyzed into component

parts, the more different ways it may be encoded. Hence, if upon

representation of the nominal stimulus, the subject does not perceive

the same functional unit, a new encoding must occur. The greater

the number of units into which the nominal stimulus can be analyzed,

the greater the number of encodings which may occur. The result
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is greater difficulty in learning an association with a particular

response.

In such a scheme, cue selection then refers to the unit

which is being perceived and subsequently encoded. Similarity

becomes a problem insofar as some of the units making up different

nominal stimuli will be the same and may then be perceived and

encoded the same. This occurs despite the fact that the nominal

stimulus and the associated response term are different in each case.

Meaningfulness and discriminability, which have been treated as

closely akin throughout the literature, would influence the extent to

which the nominal stimulus is encoded as the functional stimulus.

By "meaningfulness" Martin indicates the degree to which a parti-

cular verbal unit or element is integrated. He regards meaningful-

ness (M) of a stimulus as inversely related to the number of possi-

ble encodings to which the stimulus gives rise. Since a low M unit

is more easily fragmentable into component parts than a high M unit,

there are more possible encodings for low M units than for high M

units.

When lists consist of trigrams of low M, which at the same

time share many of the same letters and letter positions, discrimina-

tion becomes increasingly difficult. For each trigram, there are

seven units into which the stimulus can be analyzed, when all possible
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single letters and letter pairs are considered. As similarity

increases, the number of these units which can reliably discriminate

among trigrams decreases. In order to encode each trigram in such

a way that it will not be confused with any other trigram, either the

encoding strategy must be quite selective or cues other than those

based on structure must be employed, if available.

In a study which examined the effects of context on cue

selection when meaningfulness is low and formal similarity is high,

Framer (1972) predicted that distinctive color context cues would be

selected for encoding when they were available. According to

Framer's analysis, based on Martin's encoding variability hypo-

thesis, the high formal similarity of the trigrams would make reliable

differentiation among the trigrams difficult. For example, two of the

trigrams actually used in the study were BHG and HGB. There is

neither a single letter nor a letter pair which can differentiate between

the two trigrams. In order to make a reliable differentiation, letter

position cues would have to be employed as well. However, when,

as in the color condition, each pair is presented on a distinct color

background, an additional cue is present. Moreover, since this

cue is unique and at the same time less fragmentable than any other

cue which might distinguish among the trigrams, it will be more

easily re-perceived across trials. Since the subject is reinforced
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with correct responses for selecting a cue which reliably differentiates

among stimuli, context should be selected.

In this study, subjects learned six stimulus -response pairs

consisting of high similarity trigrams for the stimulus terms and

four or five letter highly meaningful words as the response terms.

Subjects learned under one of three conditions: color, no color, or

fading. As predicted, both the color andthe fading groups differed sig-

nificantly from the-no-color group in rate of acquisition, thus support-

ing the position that context factors are indeed capable of facilitating

acquisition in paired-associate learning.

Transfer paradigms are utilized to study the effects of

first-list learning on the learning of a second list. The second list

items may be related to the items in the first list in many different

ways. For example, both the stimulus and the response terms may

be identical to those in the first list, and the task is actually one of

relearning or continued learning (the A -B, A -B paradigm). The

stimulus terms may remain the same, but the response terms are

completely changed (the A -B, A -C paradigm), or both the stimulus

terms and the response terms are new (the A -B, C-D paradigm).

In Framer's study, a transfer task in which a nine-item

list, with three stimulus -response pairs representing each of the

three paradigms discussed above, immediately followed first-list
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learning. No color context was employed. Since it was assumed

that subjects in the color condition would have selected cues that

differentiated on the basis of context rather than on the basis of any

actual differences among the trigrams themselves, it was hypothe-

sized that subjects who had learned under the color condition would

make significantly more errors on the transfer task. Subjects who

had learned under the no-color condition were expected to perform

best during transfer, and subjects who had learned under the fading

condition were expected to perform intermediately between the color

and the no-color groups. No significant differences were found,

though the ordering of conditions was as predicted. Errors to

criterion were fewest for the no-color group and greatest for the

color group, with the fading condition group falling between the two.

There are indications, however, that wide individual differences

in learning ability may have obscured any effects of the color condi-

tion that were present.

Significant paradigm differences were found by Framer.

Subjects made fewer errors to the A -B,A-B paradigm items than to

the A -B,A-C paradigm items, and fewer errors to the A -B,A-C

paradigm items than to the A -B, C-D paradigm items. These

results were interpreted as extending the results of the Underwood

and Ekstrand study (1968), which reported less negative transfer in
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high intralist stimulus similarity lists for the A -B, A -C paradigm

when compared withthe A -B, C-D control paradigm.

Underwood and Ekstrand hypothesized that the difficulty in

learning high-similarity lists is due to the amount of time which must

be spent in learning to differentiate among the stimuli. On the basis

of research which concludes that emphasizing components of high

similarity stimuli renders the task easier, such a prediction seems

plausible (Samuels, 1968; Harrington, 1969). Moreover, since the

task of differentiation has been accomplished in first-list learning,

Underwood and Ekstrand predicted that there would be a large positive

component available in learning the A -C lists which would not be

available with low-similarity lists. This hypothesis, weakly sup-

ported by Underwood and Ekstrand's results, was strongly supported

by Framer's findings.

The encoding variability hypothesis predicts these same

results, but the rationale is somewhat different when applied to

stimulus meaningfulness. Since there are fewer ways in which a

high M stimulus may be encoded, the associations formed in A -B

list learning must be essentially unlearned in order to form correct

associations in the A -C learning. However, with low M stimuli, a

number of alternative encodings are available, and the task is simply

one of recoding.
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The present experiment was designed to study the effects

of context cues and degree of learning on stimulus selection and trans -

fer of training. The study is similar to Framer's in that both a

color and a no-color condition are employed. Unlike Framer's

study, these conditions are employed in a within-subjects design in

order to avoid the large error term caused by large individual differ-

ences in learning ability among subjects when difficult paired-

associate lists are used.

The high formal similarity of the stimuli (low discrimina-

bility) should result in the selection of context cues when available,

if Framer's analysis is correct. Previous research has also sup-

ported this conclusion (Underwood, Ham, and Ekstrand, 1962;

Newman and Taylor, 1963; Samuels, 1968; Jung, 1971). Context

cues (unique color-backings) will be available for four of the eight

stimulus -response pairs on the first list. First list performance

on these items should exceed performance on the non color -backed

items.

In the transfer task, there should be a decrement in per-

formance for those items which had distinct color contexts during

first-list learning. It is assumed that subjects will have encoded in

terms of the unique and less fragmentable context cue, and such

cues will no longer be available in transfer. Based on the research
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of both Framer (1972) and Underwood and Ekstrand (1968), the

largest number of correct responses should be to those items

representing the A -B,A -B paradigm; the intermediate number, to

those items representing the A -B,A -C paradigm; and the smallest

number, to those items representing the A -B, C-D paradigm.

Method

Design and Subjects

The subjects for this study were seventy-two college

students enrolled in undergraduate psychology courses at North

Texas State University.

Two factors were involved in first-list learning. The

first factor was degree of learning--high (twenty trials) versus low

(five trials). The second factor was color-backing versus no

color -backing.

The design for the second-list learning involved three

factors--degree of first-list learning (high versus low), items

color-backed during first-list learning (A -B,A -B versus A -B,A -C),

and the three transfer paradigms (A -B,A -B; A -B,A -C; and

A -B, C-D). The last factor was a within-subjects measure.

Running order was determined by a table of random numbers, and the
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subjects were assigned to a condition in the order that they appeared

for the experiment.

A 2 X 2 analysis of variance was used for the first-list

learning data. The first factor was degree of learning, and the

second factor was a repeated measure on color context versus

no-color context.

Two 2 X 2 X 3 analyses of variance were carried out on the

second-list learning data--for number correct over all eighteen trials

and for number correct over the first two trials. The first two

factors were between-groups comparisons--the A-B,A-B items

color-backed during first-list learning condition versus the A -B, A -C

items color-backed during first-list learning condition, and the low

degree of first-list learning versus the high degree of first-list

learning. The third factor involved repeated measures on the

three transfer paradigms (A -B,A -B versus A -B,A -C versus

A -B, C -D).

Lists

The single second list was constructed first. It consisted

of twelve trigrams used as stimuli each, paired with one of twelve

nouns. Four random orders were prepared for presentation. The

CCC trigrams were formed from five consonants, using the response

frequency list in Underwood and Schulz (1960), Appendix F. The
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association value of all contiguous letters was held to eight or below.

The twelve nouns were chosen from a list of Paivio, Yuille, and

Madigan (1968). Their imagery value fell between 6. 5 and 6. 83.

In preparing the first lists, the twelve trigrams were

divided into three sets, so that each set could serve alternately as

the stimulus terms for the items representing the A -B,A -B para-

digm, for thos e representing the A -B,A -C paradigm, and for those

representing the A-B, C-D paradigm in relation to the second list.

Trigram-noun pairings for the first list were then made on the basis

of what paradigm the set was representing on a particular list. In

order to balance for equal appearance of trigrams in all paradigms,

twelve first lists were required. Each of the three trigram sets

served as the A -B,A -B items in both a color-backed and a non-

color-backed condition with the other two sets alternating as the

A -B,A -C items and the A -B, C-D items. These twelve lists and the

single second list are presented in the Appendix.

Each first list consisted of eight stimulus-response pairs

and was typed in five random orders. Four of the stimulus-

response pairs represented the A -B,A -B paradigm in relation to the

second list, and four represented the A -B, A -C paradigm in rela-

tion to the second list. The four items representing the A -B, C-D
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paradigm then appeared only on the second list. On half of the first

lists, four distinct color-backings were used on the four A -B,A -B

items, and on the other half of the first lists, on the A -B,A -C

items.

Procedure

Subjects were read a set of standard paired-associate learn-

ing instructions. Those subjects in the low degree of - firstlist

learning condition received five anticipation trials on the first list

plus an initial exposure trial. Those subjects in the high degree of

first-list learning condition received twenty trials plus an initial

exposure trial. All subjects were exposed to four items with dis-

tinctive color-backing and four items on a homogeneous white back-

ground, the difference being that for half of the subjects, the color-

backed items would represent the A-B,A-B items on the second list

and for the other half, the color-backed items would represent the

A -B,A -C items on the second list. All subjects were then presented

with twelve trigram-word pairs on a homogeneous white background

for the second list. The second list was presented for eighteen

anticipation trials or until a criterion of three consecutive perfect

trials after the tenth trial, whichever occurred first. Presentation

was at a 2.5:2.5 second rate with a five-second intertrial interval.
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Results and Discussion

First List

The means and standard deviations for each condition during

first-list learning are presented in Table 1. A 2 X 2 analysis of

variance with repeated measures on the second factor was performed

TABLE 1

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR TOTAL

CORRECT DURING FIRST-LIST LEARNING
NUMBER

Degree of Standard

Learning Treatment Mean Deviation

Color-backed items 7.67 5.22

LOW Non color-backed items 5.50 3.29

Color-backed items 57. 86 16. 87
High Non color-backed items 50. 39 15.54

on the first-list learning data. The dependent variable was the total

number correct. The first factor was degree of learning (low versus

high) and the second factor was color backing (color context versus

no color context). As expected, degree of learning produced a

highly significant result- (F = 343. 37, df = 1/70, p < .001). T otal

number correct for subjects who had received twenty trials was
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significantly greater than total number correct for those who had

received five trials.

The color-backing effect was also significant (F = 27. 87,

df = 1/70, p < . 001). The number of correct responses for those

items with the distinctive color-backing was greater than the number

correct for those items on the homogeneous white background.

The color-backed items appeared easier to learn than the non-color-

backed items, and these results are consistent with the earlier

studies which report the effectiveness of easily discriminable con-

texts in facilitating learning (Pan, 1926; Dulsky, 1935; Weiss and

Margolius, 1954).

The interaction between color-backing and degree of

learning produced a significant effect (F = 8.44, df = 1/70,

p < .*01). Results indicated that differences between the color back-

ing conditions were greater at the high degree of learning than at the

low, again an expected result.

Second List

Two 2 X 2 X 3 analyses of variance with repeated measures

on the third factor were performed. The first factor was the color-

backing condition (items representing the A -B,A -B paradigm color-

backed during first-list learning versus items representing the
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A -B,A -C paradigm color-backed during first-list learning). The

second factor was degree of first-list learning, and the third factor

was transfer paradigm. Items representing the transfer paradigms

A-3,A -B; A -B,A-C; and A-B, C-D in relation to the first-list items

were included in the list. The dependent variable for the first ana-

lysis was the number correct over all eighteen trials, and the

dependent variable for the secondanalysis was the number correct over

the first two trials. No significant effects were present in the first

analysis with total number correct over all eighteen trials as the

dependent variable.

Means and standard deviations for each cell in the second

analysis, number correct on the first two trials of second-list

learning, are presented in Table 2. The second analysis revealed

no significant effect of color-backed condition during first-list

learning (F = 2. 77, df = 1/68, p > . 05), nor of degree of first-list

learning (F = . 25, df = 1/68, p > . 05). Transfer paradigms did

produce a significant effect (F = 16. 57, df = 2/136, p < . 001).

Results of the Newman-Keuls collapsed across conditions indicate

positive transfer for the A -B,A -B items as compared with the

A -B,A-C items and as compared with the A-B, C-D items. There

was no significant difference between the number correct for the

A-B,A-C items and the number correct for the A-B, C-D items.
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Hence, although evidence for positive transfer for the A -B,A-C

paradigm was not obtained in the present study, there is no evidence

of negative transfer.

TABLE 2

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NUMBER CORRECT

BY PARADIGM OVER FIRST TWO TRIALS--
SECOND LIST

Items Paradigms

Color- Degree

backed of A-BA-B A-BA-C A-BC-D
on First Learning

List M SD M SD M SD

Low 2.61 1.75 .94 1.26 1.72 1.53
A-B,A-B High 2.40 2.38 1.72 1.93 1.94 1.47

Low 2. 61 2. 23 2. 05 2. 04 2.50 2.46
A-B,A- High 4.39 2.06 1.44 1.34 1.50 1.38

Since the number of items (hence the formal similarity) was

greater in the present study than in the study by Framer (1972) and

since the present study carried second-list learning for only eighteen

trials rather than a mastery criterion, the present results are not

directly relatable to the Framer study, which found significant posi-

tive transfer for the A-B,A-C items relative to the A-B, C-D

control items.
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The two-way interaction between color-backing and degree

of learning was not significant (F = . 10, df = 1/68, p > . 05). Nor

were the two-way interactions between color-backing and paradigm

(F = 1. 32, df = 2/136, p > . 05), and between degree of learning and

paradigm (F = 2.49, df = 2/136, p > .05). The three-way inter-

action among color-backing, degree of learning, and transfer para-

digm was significant (F = 6. 60, df = 2/136, p < . 01). It appears, as

Framer suggested in his study, that context selection is not a simple

linear function of the formal similarity of the nominal stimuli.

A Newman-Keuls comparing each paradigm within each of the

four conditions yielded significant differences among paradigms for

two of the four conditions (see fig. 1). At the low degree of learning,

when the A -B,A -B items were color-backed during first-list learning,

performance on the A -B,A -B items was significantly better than per-

formance on the A-B,A -C items (p < .01). None of the other para-

digm differences for this condition were significant. At the high degree

of learning, when the A -B,A -B items were color-backed during first-

list learning, the A -B,A -B items produced significantly more transfer

than either the A -B,A -C items or the A -B, C-D items (p < .01). The

difference between the A -B,A -C paradigm and the A -B, C-D paradigm

was not significant. No significant differences among paradigms

were found at the low degree of first-list learning when the A -B,A -C

items were color-backed during first-list learning or at the high degree
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A-B,A-B color-backed,
low degree of learning

A-B,A-B color-backed,
high degree of learning

A -B,A-C color-backed,
low degree of learning

A-B,A-C color-backed,
high degree of learning

A-C C-DA-B

Fig. 1--Three way Interaction--Color Backing during First-list
Learning, Degree of First-list Learning, and Transfer
Paradigm.
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of first-list learning when the A -B,A -B items were color-backed

during first-list learning.

It appears that color-backing of the A -B,A -B items during

first-list learning facilitates transfer of the items when compared to

the A -B,A -C items at a low degree of first-list learning but not at a

high degree of first-list learning. At the high degree of learning, on

the other hand, transfer of the A -B,A-B items when compared with

either the A-B,A-C items or the A -B, C-D items is facilitated by

color-backing of the A -B,A -C items during first-list learning. One

possible explanation for this result is that with greater opportunity

to study the lists at the high degree of first-list learning, subjects

increasingly encode in terms of the unique color-backings which are

lost in the transfer from the first to the second list.

Simple effects analyses were run in order to interpret the

interaction among degree of first-list learning, color-backing during

first-list learning, and transfer paradigm.

For the A -B,A -B items, the interaction between color-

backing during first-list learning (A -B,A -B items color-backed

versus A -B,A-C items color-backed) and degree of first-list learn-

ing was significant (F = 13.42, df = 1/113, p < .01). This inter-

action is graphed in Figure 2 and suggests that second-list perform-

ance on the A-B,A-B items was better if the A-B,A -B items were
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not the color-backed items during first-list learning and first-list

learning was carried to a high degree (twenty trials).

For the items representing the A -B,A -C paradigm, the

interaction between color-backing on the first list and degree of

first-list learning approached significance (F = 3.43, df = 1/113,

.05 < p < . 10). The trends visible in Figure 2 indicate that at a

low degree of first-list learning, transfer performance was better

when the A -B,A -C items were color-backed during first-list learn-

ing than when the A-B,A -B items were color-backed during first-list

learning. At the high degree of first-list learning, the trend is just

the reverse.

For the A -B, C-D items, the interaction between color -

backing during first-list learning (A -B,A -B items color-backed

versus A-B,A-C items color-backed) and degree of first-list

learning approached significance (F = 2. 85, df = 1/11, . 05 < p < . 10).

This interaction is graphed in Figure 1. These results suggest that

the increased tendency to encode the first-list stimuli in terms of the

color context is most detrimental for second-list C-D performance

if the A -B,A -C items are color-backed.

It is interesting to note the much greater transfer at a high

degree of first-list learning for the A -B,A -B items when they are

not color-backed during first-list learning (A -B,A-C items color-
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backed during first-list learning) than for the A -B,A-C items when

they are not color-backed during first-list learning (A -B,A -B items

color-backed during first-list learning). In interpreting such an

effect, paradigm differences must be considered. If the A -B, A -B

items are not color-backed during first-list learning, additional

trials allow for more differentiation among the highly similar

stimulus items and for strengthening of the stimulus-response asso-

ciations. With additional trials for the A-B,A-C items when not

color-backed during first-list learning, both a positive transfer com-

ponent and a negative transfer component are at work. There is

more opportunity for the subject to differentiate among stimuli on

the basis of structural cues which will still be present on the second

list. At the same time, however, the subject is strengthening the

first-list stimulus -response associations which will interfere with the

corresponding A -C items during second-list learning. Second-list

learning for the A-C items entails, then, the suppression of A -B

associations, and, hence, the loss of one basis for second-list

discrimination, the first list, B, responses. Even if the differen-

tiations made during first-list learning provide a positive component

for transfer, as Underwood and Ekstrand (1968) have suggested,

new associations must still be made for the A -B,A -C paradigm,

whereas the associations for the A -B,A -B paradigm do not change,
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and therefore can still serve as a partial basis for the stimulus

discriminations.

The finding that color-backing during first-list learning

has a facilitative effect for the color-backed A-B,A -C items at a

low degree of learning and a detrimental effect at a high degree of

first-list learning suggests that color-backing may be employed in

two different manners, depending on degree of first-list learning.

It may serve as an attention-getting device during the first few trials,

thus determining which items the subject will attempt to learn first.

This would be somewhat similar to the von Restorff effect (isolation

of an item in a list from the rest of the list--by color, size, type of

lettering, for example).

The results of a study by Samuels (1968) which indicate

that the magnitude of the von Restorff effect increases as the degree

of formal similarity of the items within the list increases would be

applicable here, especially with respect to the greater degree of

learning where the subject turns his attention to the entire list.

In the lists presented here, formal intralist stimulus similarity is

high, and meaningfulness, as defined by Martin, is low. There are

many possible encodings of the trigrams, but because of the large

number of letters and letter positions shared among the trigrams,

there are only a few possible encodings which would allow for
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differentiation among items. Hence, the color context, as an easily

differentiated additional cue, would be employed here, especially

when first-list learning goes on for some time, i. e. , the high degree

of learning condition.

It is possible that both these functions--that of an attention-

getting device and that of an additional cue for differentiation--may

occur at different points in learning. First, color serves to draw

attention to certain items in the list--in this study, to four of the

eight items. The subject turns his attention to these items first.

Under low degree of first-list learning conditions, the greater

amount of transfer for the A -B,A -C items when color-backed than

when not color-backed suggests that the subject is not encoding in

terms of color, at least not color alone. With a greater degree of

learning, the subject may shift attention to the entire list, thus

increasing the already high formal intralist stimulus similarity. It

may then become necessary to employ color as a meaningful encoding

to reduce the high formal similarity to a manageable level. The

switch to such an encoding then proves detrimental to transfer when

the unique color context is no longer present during second-list

learning.



APPENDIX

FIRST LISTS USED IN THIS STUDY

Stimulus Response Color Context

WSJ mountain
GBJ hammer
WJB barrel
WGB fireplace pink
JS G diamond blue
SWB lobster green
GWB apple
SGJ tweezers yellow

WGB f ireplace pink
JSG diamond blue
BJG mountain
BSW hammer
SGJ tweezers yellow
JBW apple
JWG barrel
SWB lobster green

WSJ mountain yellow
GBJ hammer blue
WJB barrel green
WGB fireplace
JSG diamond
SWB lobster
GWB apple pink
SGJ tweezers

30
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Stimulus Response Color Context

WGB f ireplace
JSG diamond
BJG mountain green
BSW hammer blue
S GJ tweezers
JBW apple pink
JWG barrel yellow
SWB lobster

WST army
GBT cotta ge
WJB garden
WGB mountain pink
JSG hammer blue
SWB barrel green
GWB sunset
SGJ apple yellow

WGB mountain pink
JSG hammer blue
BJG cigar
BSW mother
SGJ apple yellow
JBW steamer
JWG water
SWB barrel green

WSJ army yellow
GBT cotta ge blue
WJB garden green
WGB mountain
JSG hammer
SWB barrel
GWB s uns et pink
SGJ apple
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Stimulus Response Color Context

WGB mountain
JSG hammer

BJG cigar green

BSW mother blue

SGJ apple

JBW steamer pink

JWG water yellow

SWB barrel

WJB garden green

GWB sunset pink

GBJ c otta ge blue

JWG barrel
WSJ army yellow

JBW apple
BJG mountain
BSW hammer

WJB garden
GWB sunset
GBJ c otta ge
JWG barrel yellow

WSJ army
BJG mountain green
JBW apple pink

BSW hammer blue

WJB barrel green
GWB apple pink
GBJ hammer blue
JWG water
WSJ mountain yellow

JBW steamer
BJG cigar
BSW mother
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Stimulus Response Color Context

WJB barrel
GWB apple
GBJ hammer
JWG water yellow

WSJ mountain
JBW steamer pink

BJG cigar green
BSW mother blue

Second List

Stimulus Response

BJG cigar
JBW steamer
BSW mother
WSJ army
JWG water
WGB fireplace
GWB sunset
WJB garden
GBJ cottage
SGJ tweezers
JSG diamond
SWB lobster
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